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ABSTRACT
The construction industry has a large negative impact on the
environment, causing 40% of the world’s co2 emissions. Today,
during times of increased awareness of climate change, there is
an increased interest in reuse within the construction industry.
However, few know how to implement it in practice and there is
not yet a logistics supply system that supports reuse which makes
reuse processes complicated, time consuming and expensive on
a commercial scale. The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the
discussion regarding practical application of reuse within the
architectural design process.
Through interviews and literature studies, this thesis collects
knowledge from professionals within the architectural field of
today’s construction industry, describing what aspects affect the
opportunities to reuse, what challenges exist and what they see as
likely measures to increase reuse. By implementing a real design and
construction project, experience is gained on how reuse works in
practice beyond conceptual ideas.
Everything is project specific when it comes to reuse, which stresses
the importance of architects starting their own learning process
by engaging in pilot projects and taking a more active part in
construction. Reuse projects require more time due to the lack of
an efficient logistical supply system for reuse products. Also, the
many uncertainties when working with reuse demands an iterative
design process, which creates a challenging chain of consequences.
Thus, architects must become increasingly flexible in their design.
Architects can contribute to making reuse feasible by increasing their
knowledge on material content, quality and environmental impact to
be able to properly evaluate reuse choices made. Increased reflection
on material qualities and properties are required during the design
process.
By designing with reused materials, architects can contribute to an
increasing demand which will create incentives for a logistical supply
system facilitating reuse. However, in the beginning, for architects to
be able to realize reuse projects, their own systems must be created by
establishing collaboration with like-minded suppliers and businesses.
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
CO2 equivalents
A common unit for all greenhouse gases to
compare the global warming impact they
have, measured in the amount of CO2.
Deconstruction
Deconstruction of a product with the aim to
take care of it for reuse or recycling. A reversed
building process.
Ecological footprint
A measurement on humans impact on nature.
How much natural resources it takes to provide
for a society or a person.
Embodied energy
Embodied energy is the sum of all the energy
required to produce any goods or services,
considered as if that energy was incorporated
or ’embodied’ in the product itself.
Energy recycling
Extraction of energy from the combustion of
decay products. Classified as recycling.
Leftover material
Unused excess
construction sites.

material

from

other

Raw material
Basic material in product manufacturing that
has only been processed through raw material
extraction. Can also be a return raw material.
Recycling
Use of residual products. Can be divided
into recycling, energy recovery and material
recycling. Old materials and products are
transformed into new products, energy or
materials

Image 4. Metal screw

Reuse
To use a material or product again, either for
its original purpose or for any other purpose.
to use again especially in a different way or
after reclaiming or reprocessing
Small scale / Large scale
Small scale is defined as projects no bigger
than villas and non-commercial projects that
can be carried out by self builders.
Large scale is defined as projects bigger than
villas and commercial projects such as multi
family residential buildings, public buildings
and commercial projects.
Swedish building phases
Programming and schematic design document
= Programhandling.
Project planning document = Systemhandling
Construction document = Detaljprojektering
för bygghandling.
Waste
Products and materials discarded for disposal.
The material has lost its usability or is
considered worthless by the owner.
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Introduction

BACKGROUND
Historically, humanity has always been reusing materials. Resource
scarcity made it more efficient to reuse rather than to throw away
and reproduce. With the industrial revolution in the 19th century,
large scale extraction and processing of raw materials was possible.
Machines and automation replaced the experience and craft of
workers, making society in general lose its connection to the value
of materials and incentives for reuse disappeared (Lloyd Thomas,
2007). This created a shift from circular to linear waste streams (see
fig. 7), from a use and reuse mentality to a use and dispose mentality
(Berge, 2009).
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Figure 2. Linear waste stream

The past years’ interest in reuse and circularity has increased as a
counter movement to the linear make and waste society common
today. The construction industry has a large negative impact on the
environment, treating materials as coming from limited resources,
when in fact most are not. Every year the global population
is increasing with intensified demands for housing. This will
require more building materials, leading to resource scarcity and
increasing the stress on the environment (Lendager Group, 2019).
The construction industry today stands for 25-30 % of the waste
generated within the EU (European Commission, 2019). 40% of
the world’s CO2 emissions are caused by the construction industry
(UN Environment, 2018) where 50% of the CO2 emissions from
a building, during its entire lifetime, originates from the building
process and the embodied energy of the materials used (Urban
Next, n.d.). Thus, the construction industry must act and contribute
with solutions.

Material reuse is seen as an effective means to reduce the negative
impact on the environment (EPA, n.d.). As buildings become more
and more energy efficient in operation and Sweden moves toward an
even smaller environmental impact energy production, the relative
importance of the environmental impact, as associated with the
production of building material, increases (Göteborgs Stad, 2020).
To increase resource efficiency and decrease the negative impacts of
production and waste management, a waste hierarchy is established
to be used by the member states of the EU (European Commission,
2019). Reuse of materials is of high priority to reduce the negative
climate impact (European Commission, 2019).
The UN has developed 17 sustainable development goals to protect
the planet, end poverty and improve lives and opportunities for all,
which are to be achieved by 2030. Goal 12 is about responsible
consumption and production, which promotes construction with
reuse (United Nations, 2015).
Today, during times of increased awareness of climate change, there
is an increased interest in reuse within the construction industry.
However, few know how to implement it in practice. Reuse projects
on a small scale have been carried out by self builders many times
before, though often not as thoroughly documented and reflected
upon in relation to the architectural design process. Design is
deliberate, which enables the architect to affect the rules of the game
and have a significant role when creating a circular system for the
construction industry (Lendager and Lysgaard Vind, 2018).
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Figure 3. Demolition
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Figure 4. EU waste ladder
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OBJECTIVES
•

Describe what aspects affect the opportunities to reuse, what
challenges exist and what is seen as likely measures to increase
commercial reuse projects within the Swedish construction
industry.

•

Inspire and create courage and confidence among practicing
architects for them to engage themselves and others in working
with reuse projects.

•

Contribute to the discussion regarding practical application of
reuse within the architectural design process.

•

Develop our own practical experience of reuse and to contribute
with a well documented pilot project, to be able to transfer
experience of reuse beyond conceptual thoughts.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
•

In what way can architects contribute to an increase of reuse
projects in Sweden?

•

What effects do working with reused materials have on the
architectural design process?

AUDIENCE
This thesis addresses practicing architects, who this thesis hopes
to inspire to engage in design with reused materials. Secondly,
authorities, contractors, developers and individuals can find interest
in this thesis to get an insight of the architect´s challenges when
designing with reused materials and the opportunities that can be
provided through increased collaboration among architects and
stakeholders.
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SCOPE AND
DELIMITATIONS
This thesis focuses on constructions of new buildings by reuse of
individual materials from buildings that are renovated or demolished.
There are structural obstacles for reuse in the construction industry
and this thesis will give a brief overview of these obstacles. However,
a thorough investigation of all aspects is not presented, as well as
governmental and legal issues regarding reuse.
Renovation of buildings must be prioritized higher than demolition,
but renovation methods and processes in itself are delimited from this
thesis, as well as questions of heritage held by the reused materials.
Both in new construction and renovations, design for disassembly is
important to be able to reuse building parts. However, this thesis will
not investigate the design principles for disassembly. Upcycling of
scrap materials from industrial production of new materials, as well
as of domestic waste are delimited.
Even if production of new materials and products can cause harm
to biodiversity and humanitarian working conditions, this thesis
focuses on the environmental impact of products in relation to reuse.
To make choices of what materials to reuse, the climate impact of
materials are based on general information on embodied energy
of materials. However, further Life Cycle Analyses nor embodied
energy of individual materials is delimited. Nor was there time to
compare exact properties and costs of individual materials.
Due to limitations in time, the project carried out during this
thesis is limited to a small scale. Aspects of interior and furniture is
delimited, as well as reuse of installations and electronic products.
The construction of the documented project, was not finished. Thus,
it is not possible to evaluate the final budget of the project.
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METHOD
The thesis booklet is divided into three parts developed with different methods. The
thesis is largely developed with knowledge collected from interviews and experience
from design and construction of a small house. The focus is development for a
Swedish context, though seeking inspiration and good examples internationally.

PART 1 - REUSE AS CONCEPT

PART 3 - FILLING THE GAP

Reuse as concept is the theoretical part where
the method research for design is used to
collect and develop conceptual thoughts on
how working with reused materials affects the
design process.

Filling the gap is where part 1 and part 2 are
put parallel and reflections are made of how
they inform each other. The small scale of
the pilot project has an impact on the design
process, however, large scale buildings have
other and often greater challenges when it
comes to implementing reuse. Thus, part 3
also reflects on how the experience from the
small scale pilot project can be implemented
on a larger scale.
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The investigation of the reuse design
process (see fig. 9) in this thesis departs in
the description of the architect’s design
process for local materials and reuse in Ida
Röstlund’s architectural master´s thesis (see
fig. 7). The proposed process in Röstlund’s
thesis is inspired by the design process of the
Dutch office Superuse Studios in Rotterdam,
who is one of the leading offices working
with reuse in Europe (Röstlund, 2017, p. 85).
To put the process in a Swedish context, the
Swedish standard phases of a building process
described in Johansson (2018), have been used
as a complimentary basis (see fig. 8).
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Figure 6. Small scale experience implemented on large scale
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Figure 7. Design process with reuse and local materials.
From Form Follows Material by Röstlund (2017, p. 85)
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PROPOSAL
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QUALITIES

PART 2 - REUSE IN REALITY
Reuse as reality is the pilot project part where
the methods research by design and research
by practical experience is used. To develop
practical experience of reuse, a real design and
construction process has been implemented
through designing and building a small house
at Tjörn, together with Egnahemsfabriken,
for a client in Varberg. The intent has been
to document the process to contribute to an
experience transfer.

CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN

DESIGN

N

To create a base of knowledge, literature
studies have been carried out. To deepen the
understanding and collect knowledge and
reflections of professional experience within
the field of reuse, interviews with architects
and stakeholders within the construction
industry, have been carried out.

SITE
CONTEXT

Figure 8.
From Arkitektens Återbruksmetodik. Johansson (2018, p. 10)

Figure 9.
Illustration of the reuse process presented in this thesis
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Part 1

Reuse as concept
The interest in reuse is big today but few know how to
implement it in practice. A circular construction industry
with reused materials is possible but is not yet a natural part
of the system of today (Göteborgs Stad, 2020). This chapter
presents selected concepts related to reuse and investigate
the opportunities with and incentives for reuse and what
obstacles there are in the construction industry today.

CIRCULARITY

EMBODIED ENERGY

“A circular economy is one that is restorative and regenerative by design and aims
to keep products, components, and materials at their highest utility and value at all
times” - Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015, p. 2)

Embodied energy is the sum of energy [MJ/kg] required to produce any material
or product including extraction, manufacturing, transportation, construction,
considered as if that energy was incorporated or ’embodied’ in the product itself.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

CIRCULAR DESIGN - C2C

MATERIALS

Circular economy (see fig. 10) is based on
circular flows in a closed system where waste
does not exist and products are reused and
shared instead of discarded (Johansson,
2018) which celebrates a reduce-reuse-recycle
mentality (Kenniskaarten, n.d.).

Cradle to cradle (C2C) is a design strategy
that sees everything, even waste, as a resource
for design, aiming to close the loop of
products and materials, and seeing reuse as
crucial to achieve a circular economy. The
strategy is inspired by the laws of nature,
where all nutrients are circulating in a closed
loop, and was founded by architect William
McDonough and chemist Michael Braungart
and developed as a countertrend to the linear
system (Lyngsgaard, S., Guldager Jorgensen,
K, 2013).

According to different studies on buildings,
window glass, concrete, drywalls and
bricks have the largest embodied energy
in constructions (Azari, 2019). Thus, these
materials are important to reuse. Almost one
third of GWP (global warming potential)
impacts are derived from the production of
concrete (European Commission, 2014) where
the cement, a component in concrete, causes
95% of the total CO2 emissions of concrete
(RISE, n.d.). In addition to concrete, metals
like aluminium, copper and steel, commonly
used in construction, are materials which get
high embodied energy due to their energy
intensive extraction and processing (European
Commission, 2014). The environmental
impact of glass production is caused by
emissions during the melting (AGC-glass,
n.d.), making reuse of glass a priority prior to
recycling, since melting is not avoided in glass
recycling.

Linear economy is based on the cradle-tograve mentality where new raw materials
are being processed into a product which is
discarded when it has been used, creating a lot
of waste, causing resource scarcity and major
climate problems (Lyngsgaard, Guldager and
Jorgensen, 2013). This mentality sees natural
resources as eternal and waste as something
natural to take-make-dispose (Kenniskaarten,
n.d.).
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Figure 10. Circular economy
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C2C is based on three principles:
• To see waste as a resource
• To use renewable sources - wind and solar
power
• To celebrate diversity in cultures, solutions
and species
There are two types of circular flows for
materials, one biological and one technical.
Biodegradable materials are included in the
biological cycle. Materials that can be reused
without losing quality, recycled or set apart
are part of the technical cycle, which is the
focus of this thesis (Lyngsgaard, S., Guldager
Jorgensen, K, 2013).

The distance and kind of transport influences
the embodied energy of a product. A material
that has generally negative impact on the
climate, but is locally produced, can have a
lower embodied energy value than a more
sustainable material that has been transported
a long way. By choosing materials produced
locally, decreasing distances of transport, and
using reused or recycled materials instead
of new materials, the embodied energy of a
building is lowered (YourHome, 2013). It is
important to do a Life cycle analysis (LCA) on
the materials, but keep in mind, when looking
at embodied energy diagrams, that they differ
depending on location and what is defined as
local materials (YourHome, 2013).

25% of the buildings demolished in
Sweden since 1980, were less than
30 years old

IMPACT ON EMBODIED ENERGY
Due to development reasons, buildings in the
city have considerably shorter life spans than
buildings in the countryside, where cause for
demolitions often are wear (Josefsson, 2019).
Thus, it is relevant to look at the embodied
energy of a building in relation to its
lifetime, making high embodied energy more
acceptable for buildings that stand for ages.
However, 25% of the buildings demolished
in Sweden since 1980, were less than 30 years
old (Thormark, 2007).

“Given the difficulty in calculating the
embodied energy of reused materials, it
is nearly impossible to compare the same
structure between new and reused... as all of
the values contributing to the total embodied
energy would be project-specific in a reuse
situation. One may assume that since no
new material is procured when constructing
with reused material, the embodied energy
from resource extraction, transportation,
processing, etc. would be significantly less than
a construction consisting of new materials.” Josefsson (2019, p. 94)
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THE RELATION BETWEEN
DIFFERENT VALUES
The high price on labor in Sweden creates a reputation of reuse to be costly
and the lack of structure for reuse in the construction industry today makes it
a complicated process. The environmental savings and other values of reuse are
often overlooked in favour of short-term financial gains. When choosing materials
to use in a building, several aspects need to be taken into account.
FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

The relatively high price on labor in
comparison to those of materials is one of the
problems the reuse process is facing (Rose and
Stegemann, 2018, p. 14). Commercially, this
makes reused materials expensive, when the
cost of deconstruction, storage, refurbishment
and transport of reused materials quickly
reaches the cost of new materials (Bismark,
2020). In the case of non-commercial projects
conducted by self builders the picture of cost
is the opposite. Then the labor is mostly free
and new materials are expensive. Thus, reuse
is more widely spread among these kinds of
projects.

It is problematic to only look at the costs of
labour. Priorities of what materials are worth
reusing have to be made with several aspects
in mind and the focus must shift towards
what other expenses and other values can be
saved by reusing a product. It must be of high
priority to reuse a product of high embodied
energy in order to keep and utilize the energy
needed and environmental impact caused to
produce a product.

Everything that doesn’t have a
functioning system yet will always
be more expensive and more
complicated in the beginning
Everything that doesn’t have a functioning
system yet will always be more expensive and
more complicated in the beginning. For reused
materials to be financially competitive to new
products, the demand for reuse products
need to increase for the market to create the
systems needed for a circular construction
industry (Rose and Stegemann, 2018). By
designing with reused materials, the architect
can contribute to increasing the demand.
22

He exemplifies this with a project where a
marble floor was dismounted and put in a
new building. The reused marble was more
expensive than putting in a new concrete floor,
due to the labor costs. However, the material
quality and beauty of having a marble floor
compared to a concrete floor was worth the
cost of deconstruction, and probably cheaper
than a new marble floor.

ARCHITECTURAL VALUE

A.-M. Blixt (personal communication,
February 11, 2020), architect engaged in
developing reuse projects at Link Arkitektur in
Gothenburg, argues that the point of reuse is
to achieve high quality in buildings over time
and to ensure that quality products are not
discarded prematurely. Thus, there is no point
in reusing poor quality materials for the sake
of it, especially in commercial projects where
the labor costs are expensive.

“Even a building made in paper can be
permanent as long as people love it. Even a
concrete building can be very temporary if
that is made to make money.” - Shigeru Ban
(2013)

In any project, one of the main contributions
of an architect is the ability to care for
the aesthetics and the creation of good
architecture, of beauty in buildings and
spaces. If a building is loved, it is also taken
care of, making it last longer and in the end
it is a more sustainable building (Josefsson,
2019, p.24).

However, buildings that were considered ugly
and of no value during the demolition hysteria
in the 1960’s are now considered having
great cultural and aesthetic value, whilst
the million programme buildings that the
demolitions gave way for are now threatened
by demolition. What is considered beautiful
constantly changes over time and comes back
again.

By designing with reused materials
the architect can contribute to
increasing the demand

Quality &
aesthetics

MATERIAL QUALITY
Every building must be durable and
constructed to have as long lifespan as
possible. Thus, the quality of materials and
building parts must always be of high priority,
both when choosing reused materials and new
materials (Johansson, 2018).
When comparing the cost of reused materials
and new materials it is important to not
compare apples with oranges. A. Franker
(personal communication, February 11, 2020),
reuse consultant, questions why reuse always
has to strive towards being cheaper than new
materials, considering the quality that reused
materials can possess.

Environmental
impact

Cost

Figure 11. The relation between different values
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REUSE APPROACHES
The projects Upcycle studios in Copenhagen
and the townhouses in Svartlamon in
Trondheim are two examples of projects
raising the discussion around reuse through
their different aesthetical and financial
approaches.
Upcycle Studios by Lendager Group,
situated in the residential area Ørestad in
Copenhagen, consists of 20 townhouses
constructed of mainly reused materials
between 2015-2018 (Tidningen Byggmaterial,
2020). The characteristic aesthetic expression
is created by the large asymmetrical system
of reused window glass put in new wooden
frames, in combination with an overall high
level of carefully designed architectural finish,
creating a uniform expression throughout the
houses.

Svartlamon is a residential area and an
experimental arena for city ecology in
Trondheim. Between 2015-2017, five
townhouses were built mostly by the future
residents. Reuse and low costs were keywords
for the anti-commercial foundation financing
and renting out the houses (Stenberg, 2020).
All floor plans, created by Nøysom architects,
look basically the same and were made flexible
for the residents of the houses to be able to
choose the appearance of the facade and the
interior themselves. Due to the low budget, a
“take what you have” mentality was created,
which has given the area a varying character
(Stenberg, 2020).
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It is very time consuming for a carpenter to
make the kind of custom made windows used
in Upcycle Studios. Thus, they are probably
expensive according to C. Olsson (personal
communication, February 12, 2020), window
restoration specialist of cultural heritage
buildings at Tvåtumfyra Byggnads AB.
Lendager Group states that the cost of the
project is equal to a construction with new
materials (Tidningen Byggmaterial, 2020).
However, one can assume and have in mind
that this kind of high architectural design
level and material quality, at a central site
in Copenhagen, makes the project relatively
expensive regardless of material origin.

By looking at these two very different projects,
both made of reused materials, one can see
that the aesthetics of reuse is about how
the materials are reshaped, departing in the
prerequisites of the budget, and how it is
controlled by the architect.

High cost to reuse

Upcycle studios

Svartlamon

High embodied energy
or high quality

...one can see that he aesthetics of
reuse is about how the materials
are reshaped ... and how it is
controlled by the architect

Image 6. Townhouses in Svartlamon by Nøysom arkitekter (Photo by Nøysom arkitekter)

Low embodied energy
or low quality

Image 5. Upcycle studios by Lendager Group

Low cost to reuse

Figure 12. Diagram showing the relation between embodied
energy/quality and cost, highlighting an estimated
difference between Svartlamon and Upcycle Studios.

On one hand, one can accomplish a building
with high quality and aesthetics, with well
thought out material choices and the costs
thereafter. On the other hand, one can
achieve a building with a completely different
expression by designing with what you have
and what you can get for free or for a low cost
(see fig. 12).
The form of reuse in Upcycle Studios has
values as a signal of reuse, drawing attention
to the reuse project. Also, reusing the glass
with new wooden frames has saved 52%
co2e (Lendager and Lysgaard Vind, 2018,
p. 163). In Svartlamon, social values of selfconstruction and low cost housing have
created a different value, contributing to a low
environmental footprint as well.
25

SETTING REUSE GOALS
FLEXIBLE AND MEASURABLE GOALS

UNITS

A common vision of reuse among the
stakeholders involved in a reuse project is
important, but setting specific reachable
goals at the very start of a project is difficult.
B. Johansson (personal communication,
January 29, 2020), architect and development
manager of transformation and circularity at
White Architects in Stockholm and author
of the report Arkitektens återbruksmetodik
(2018), describes reuse projects as having
more unknown factors than projects with
new materials. Thus, the goals need to be
flexible, adaptable and motivate the project
group to take a step back and reflect on what
choices are most climate beneficial under the
current circumstances (B. Johansson, personal
communication, January 29, 2020).

J. Helmfridsson (personal communication,
February 12, 2020), architect and sustainability
specialist at Wingårdhs and tutor of this
thesis, states that there is a huge difference
in environmental impact outcome whether
a goal is measured in kilograms of reused
materials or in CO2 equivalents (CO2e) saved.
Reuse of heavy materials such as concrete,
where the reused concrete is crushed and
replace the gravel when the emissions really
is generated by the production of cement, can
make the project reach the set goals without
lowering the buildings emissions substantially.
Measuring the goal in CO2e clearifies whether
the reused material actually helps create a
building with a small ecological footprint or
not (J. Helmfridsson, personal communication,
February 12, 2020).

Before setting goals in a reuse
project the existing conditions of the
project must be investigated

Setting goals such as that the building will be
constructed out of 80% reused materials, say
little about climate impact, quality, intended
aesthetics and do not support the project team
in making priorities most beneficial for the
climate. Instead, a more clearly formulated
goal might be such as the building will emit
80% less co2e through construction with
reused materials compared to a building
constructed out of new materials.

You cannot solve everything
at once, think about what are
reasonable goals and what the
purpose of the project is, every
project is unique
When looking at other countries, both Holland
and Denmark are ahead of Sweden regarding
reuse in the building sector. In Holland, the
legislation requires that at least 80 % of
materials from demolitions must be recycled
and used in new build projects (Berge, 2009).

However it is not known in what unit the
percentage is measured. Dutch experience
shows that reusing old buildings, which
usually contain simple and natural materials,
are easier to recycle and reuse. With today’s
building materials, with lots of composites
and hazardous materials, it can become quite
problematic to handle and recycle (Berge,
2009).
Goals in reuse projects can also be financial
ones to create frames for the priorities within
the project. For example the cost of reused
materials must not exceed the cost of new
materials by more than 20%.
L. Conradi (personal communication, February
3, 2020), architect of renovation and
transformation projects at White Architects
in Gothenburg, states that you cannot solve
everything at once, think about what are
reasonable goals and what the purpose of the
project is, every project is unique.

CO2e

However, most stakeholders prioritize
minimization of costs at every given chance
and without a specified goal of minimum
reuse amount the intended reuse vision
risk to be over run (A.-M. Blixt, personal
communication, February 11, 2020). Before
setting goals in a reuse project the existing
conditions of the project must be investigated
(Johansson, 2018). Otherwise, the goals are set
without a context and might be unachievable.
It is also important to agree on a method
to reach the goals (Johansson, 2018). This
will help clarify the process ahead for the
stakeholders and motivate the project group
to create supporting structures such as time
plan and logistics chain allowing flexibility,
storage of reused materials and procurement
of the competence needed.
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GENERAL GUIDELINES TO SET ACHIEVABLE GOALS IN REUSE PROJECTS :
1. Analysis of the context investigating the conditions of the project.

Figure 13. Measuring reuse in kilograms or CO2e

However, it is hard to find information on
CO2e for building materials in Sweden today,
due to the lack of EPDs (Environmental
Product Declaration). In Norway, EPDs
are very common for building materials.
According to M. Svensson there must be
a demand for proper material information
regarding environmental impact for every
material, including CO2e (White Architects,
2020).

2. Make a priority list, which defines what building parts, containing high embodied energy, is
possible to reuse within the frames of the project.
3. Set specific minimum goals in relation to the context, defining how much co2e will be saved.
The goals should be flexible allowing the project group to re-evaluate due to unforeseen
events. Goals must also define what value in terms of aesthetics and quality is desirable and
achievable within the project.
4. Agree on a method to reach the goals and create supporting structures such as time plan
and logistics chain allowing flexibility, storage of reused materials and procurement of the
competence needed.
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THE REUSE DESIGN PROCESS
The architectural design methodology must develop to support reuse, in order for
building parts to contribute with their full potential and stay within a circulatory
system. Looking at a process conceptually it is easy to visualize a linear process,
even though it is often not. Research findings indicate reuse processes as needing an
even more iterative and looping process than design processes with new materials.
Thus, this chapter will seek to deepen the understanding of the architectural design
process on a concept stage.
CONNECTING PROCESSES
The grey oval illustrates the construction
industry, which is ideally circular (see fig. 14).
Even if architectural competence is needed
during renovation and during inventory of
a building bound for demolition, it is not
necessarily the same architect as involved in
the design process of creating a new building
out of reused materials. Thus, those parts of
the architect´s profession are not included in
the architects reuse design process, which is
the main focus of this thesis and is marked in
red.

Figure 14. Illustration of how the design process and a
circular construction process should interact
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Due to the iterative process needed when
working with reused materials, the boundaries
between standard phases of Swedish building
processes are blurred and not easily separated.
Thus, they are reorganized and clustered in
phases numbered 1-3, where phase 1 and 2
are the phase of programming leading up
to creating the schematic design document
and phase 3 is the phases of creating the
project planning document and construction
document as well as taking part in the
construction.

Figure 15. The design process devided into three phases
where the standard Swedish phases are incorporated

Figure 16. The proposed process as a whole, showing the need for an iterative design process.
Based on research findings and the two reference processes described on page 18-19
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The circular construction industry

Thus, during maintenance of a building in
use, it is important to thoroughly document
the changes made by updating the as-built
documents, which will ease the process of later
inventory prior to deconstruction (Johansson,
2018).
RENOVATION

Figure 17. Illustration of the circular construction industry

CONSTRUCTION
Due to the iterative process needed when
designing with reused materials and the
unforeseen changes in material access, the
architect must be present frequently at
the construction site to assist in decisions
regarding changes that affect the design,
but also to make sure that the reuse vision is
implemented all the way (Johansson, 2018,
p. 11). Also, attending the construction site
give valuable interaction, understanding and
knowledge sharing between the professions
and increase the collaborative capacity, both
in the current project and for future projects.
MAINTENANCE
To achieve a long lifespan of the building,
the possibility to easily access worn out parts
is crucial. When maintaining and replacing
worn out parts it is important not to use
destructive techniques which might obstruct
future maintenance and disassembly with
retained quality (Göteborgs Stad, 2020).
The more knowledge there is of a building
and its parts and qualities, the easier it is to
reuse parts in the future.
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Reuse is a natural part of renovation projects
and within its frames, architects analyse what
existing materials are going to be reused.
By working with renovation projects in
different contexts and with different levels
of preservation demand, the architect can
gain experience of inherent materials and
heritage qualities and a better understanding
of the possibilities and obstacles of reuse in
new design projects (B. Johansson, personal
communication, January 29, 2020; L.
Conradi, personal communication, February
3, 2020).

It is important to not start
prioritizing demolition above
renovation of old buildings, just
because we are eager to show reuse
results in new ones
Reusing materials from an existing building
can be financially expensive, and in some
cases hard, due to construction techniques
not allowing disassembly. Thus, it is of
highest priority to make the lifespan of
existing buildings as long as possible through
renovation. Also, renovation will make
materials available for reuse before the final
deconstruction of the building where materials
once again enter the circulatory system of
reuse or recycling (Rose and Stegemann,
2018). If there is to be a reuse revolution in
the upcoming years, it is important not to
start prioritizing demolition above renovation
of old buildings, just because we are eager to
show reuse results in the new buildings (L.
Conradi, personal communication, February
3, 2020).

INVENTORY

STORAGE

When planning a deconstruction of a building
it is important to make a thorough inventory,
evaluating the possibility to reuse materials,
their quality, amounts and detailed product
information (Göteborgs Stad, 2020). Ideally,
the as-built document has been updated
with changes made during maintenance and
renovation, which will ease the planning of
the deconstruction.

To make reuse possible, it is crucial to have
a storage for all collected materials. Both for
materials from deconstructed buildings, and
for materials collected and purchased during
the process. It is logistically, financially and
environmentally beneficial if storage takes
place near the construction site. However, land
prices in the cities makes storage expensive. In
the countryside, the lower price on land and
premises, in combination with an increased
access to unused spaces, feasibility to store
materials is increased. On that account, the
countryside has greater possibilities to create
the infrastructure needed for reuse projects.

The architects can contribute to the inventory
with knowledge to identify the architectural
and material qualities of products and
components. To find a balance between
architectural values, material quality and
financial feasibility, it is important to form an
inventory team of architecture, architecture
antiquarian and constructor competence.
In an early stage, the documentation of the
inventory must be distributed to possible
stakeholders for reuse planning (Göteborgs
Stad, 2020). It is important to make an
inventory of buildings about to be demolished,
even if a scheduled new construction using the
building parts, is not yet planned (Johansson,
2018).
DECONSTRUCTION
A selective demolition process is to be
prioritized. When implementing a selective
demolition, all parts are separated during
deconstruction instead of being crushed,
in order to enable recycling and reusing
of materials, and to sort out all hazardous
materials. If the deconstruction is well
planned, and a proper inventory has been
made, it will facilitate the utilization of
materials (Rivningshandboken, 1999).

This indicates the importance of
the architects creating a network
of craftsmen and contractors that
can upcycle and store the harvested
reuse products
Lendager Group in Copenhagen and
Superuse Studios in Rotterdam are two front
edge architectural offices when it comes to
circular economy buildings and design with
reused materials. Both offices have founded
independent sub companies working with
upcycle product development for the benefit
of the mother companies architectural office
as a consequence of the lack of suppliers
of refurbished products (Lendager Group,
n.d.). This indicates the importance of the
architects creating a network of craftsmen
and contractors that can upcycle and store the
harvested reuse products.

STORAGE

Figure 18. Logistics chain
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Phase 1
Partnering contracts are procured at an early
stage typically in projects with uncertain
factors and calculation conditions like
renovations where current account payment
is necessary (Byggherrarna Sverige AB, 2018).

Figure 19. Illustration of phase 1 of the reuse design process

COMMISSION
An important part of innovative processes
is that all the stakeholders share the same
vision and are strategically aligned. But most
important is that the stakeholders are willing
and ready to support the vision all the way,
through obstacles and crises (Lendager and
Lysgaard Vind, 2018). As reuse projects
are quite new in the Swedish construction
industry, it is important to find collaboration
with brave commissioners that are willing to
take a risk to achieve innovation (A. Franker,
personal communication, February 11, 2020).
Partnering would be the most beneficial
form of contract for a reuse project, where
the continuity of stakeholders makes it
easier to preserve a common goal and view
(B. Johansson, personal communication,
January 29, 2020; A. Franker, personal
communication, February 11, 2020; A.-M.
Blixt, personal communication, February 11,
2020). Partnering is not a form of procurement
in itself, but a process method for increased
cooperation, created to balance the financial
risk among the stakeholders (Byggherrarna
Sverige AB, 2018).
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It is beneficial if the reuse vision is in the process
from the beginning. However, A. Boström,
project manager at Vasakronan, describes the
project Kv. Hugin was going from having a
strong demolition focus at the beginning of
the project, encouraged by the municipality, to
a determination of refurbishing and reusing
as much as possible (White Arkitekter, 2020).
In the project, containing house blocks, which
created barriers, from the 70´s in Uppsala, the
reuse process was initiated by the developer
after the detailed development plan for the
area had become final (White Arkitekter,
2020).

If it has been hard to determine the structural
quality of some building component during
the inventory, those parts can be used where
lower requirements exist (Johansson, 2018).
To create successful collaborations the
stakeholders involved need to be analyzed,
mapping what competence they can contribute
with or develop within the frames of the
project. This will show what competence and
expertise needs to be procured externally and
what collaborations need to be established to
achieve reuse and circularity in the project.
At this stage it is important to agree on
strategies and methods for creating supporting
structures for reuse such as budget, time plan
and logistics chain for storage of reused
materials (Johansson, 2018).

In the same way that daylight, terrain,
infrastructure and soil conditions are mapped
and analysed at the beginning of a project, an
inventory of the conditions for reuse on the
site must be a natural part of every analysis
to identify existing and potential qualities and
values (Johansson, 2018).
Due to the relatively high cost of reusing
building parts, it is important that each
building and building part has as long
lifespan as possible in its original location.
Thus, renovation and reconstruction must be
prioritized compared to demolition and new
construction (Göteborgs Stad, 2020).

GUIDING QUESTIONS DURING REUSE ANALYSIS:

Partnering would be the most
beneficial form of contract for a
reuse project
Reuse is not yet part of the Swedish building
legislation. Architects and contractors must
assist with methodology and good examples
to provide knowledge of the process and
facilitate decision making. Ultimately, the
decision whether reuse is implemented or not,
lies with the client (Johansson, 2018).

ANALYSIS

Is there an existing building on
the site?
NO

YES

Do the developer or client have access
to a building to relocate the project?
NO

Is there a possibility to
reuse building parts from a
refurbished or demolished
buildings in the area?

Is it possible to reuse the existing
building for a new purpose?

YES

NO

Renovate!

Is there a possibility to
reuse building parts from
the existing building?
NO

BRIEF
To create a brief of reuse for the project, the
specific technical, esthetical and spatial needs
are to be analyzed to determine whether
there are certain parts of the building that
specifically require new products which are
unable to be fulfilled by the inventoried reuse
materials (Johansson, 2018).

NO

Choose new
qualitative, low
impact materials for
the new building

YES

YES

YES

Reuse!

Recycle and choose new
qualitative, low impact
materials for the new
building

Reuse!

Can plans be reused?
NO

YES

Can the structure be
reused as a whole or
partly?
NO

Recycle!

Reuse!

YES

Reuse!

Figure 20. Guiding questions during reuse analysis.
Developed from point 1-3 of White Architects reuse hierarchy in Johansson (2018, p. 4)
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Phase 2

S. Karlsson, (personal communication, January 30,
2019), architect at Tengbom and interviewed
during a previous course at Chalmers, states
that it is beneficial to develop a documented
design program in order to keep the vision
of the project amongst the stakeholders
throughout the process.

The early design proposals require flexibility in
the design which can be achieved by designing
with interval measurements instead of precise
measurements (see fig. 22). This gives room to
find reused materials later in the process or if
earlier choices need to change.

Phase 3

Also, it is a good communication
tool between architects and
contractors

Figure 21. Illustration of phase 2 of the reuse design process

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The architect’s task is to look at an existing
building as a resource for coming projects
(Johansson, 2018). Depending on the access
to an existing building on the site or not, two
main approaches of reuse design have been
identified:

This document works as a tool to emphasize,
properly explain and argue for the importance
of certain design decisions. Also, it is a good
communication tool between architects and
contractors, which can make the contractors
understand the underlying intention with the
design, which in the end can make them feel
more involved and encouraged to incorporate
the design in the construction (S. Karlsson,
personal communication, January 30, 2019).

DESIGN BY SITE AVAILABILITY

DESIGN BY MARKET AVAILABILITY

Access to a building that is about to be
deconstructed at the project site or match a local
scheduled deconstruction, the starting point of
the design is created by the style of the reusable
building parts from that building. Depending on
the amount of materials that can be reused and
the amount of materials that must be added, the
possibility to create a unified expression increases.
This strategy is similar to the ones of renovation or
transformation projects.

If the site is empty or if there is no planned
deconstruction nearby, materials to reuse is to be
found at the reuse market, either locally or online.
This gives the architect a more liberated choice of
expression making the design process more similar
to a process with new materials, yet more iterative.
However, it requires a major change in logistics
systems and access communication to implement a
design methodology like this on a large scale.

Whichever method one uses, it is crucial to have a conceptual design in order to know what available
materials are of use and what materials to look for. When designing with site availability there is usually
a need to look for additional materials from the reuse market as well.
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Figure 22. Interval measurements

BUILDING PERMIT
The demands for the level of detail in the
building permit documents and the time
consumed during the building permit process,
have a major impact on the design with reused
materials. Usually, specific measurements
affecting the facade expression are required,
such as placement of the windows. In some
cases the detailed development plan requires a
specific facade material. This level of detailed
information is often impossible to determine
at that point in a reuse process.
L. Conradi (personal communication,
February 3, 2020) states that it is crucial for
the realization of a reuse project that the city
planning office understands the consequences
of working with reused materials and accepts
permits to be based on documents on a
conceptual level, allowing a certain level of
flexibility during the continuous design and
construction process.

Figure 23. Illustration of phase 3 of the reuse design process

FINAL DESIGN
Due to unknown events that may occur during
the construction, the design on this stage
must be tolerant to iterations. To promote a
design with reused materials, it is important to
enable maintenance and future reuse by using
standard dimensions and designing in layers,
with easy access to wear out parts, extends
the lifetime of a building (Josefsson, 2019;
Göteborgs Stad, 2020).
Materials used must be qualitative enough to
be durable over time and demountable to be
possible to reuse multiple times (Johansson,
2018). By facilitating design for disassembly,
the need of demolition is prevented, thus,
the lifetime of the building is prolonged
(Göteborgs Stad, 2020).
The design needs to make the building flexible
for different needs without the building going
out of fashion, which is one of the causes for
demolition. However, too strict demands and
specific planning for a certain user decrease
the flexibility over time (Göteborgs Stad,
2020). However, creating a building that is too
general, risks making it not specific enough for
anybody.
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SUMMARY PART 1
It is relevant to look at the embodied energy of a building in relation
to its lifetime, making high embodied energy more acceptable for
buildings that stand for ages. Window glass, concrete, metal, drywalls
and bricks are the materials that contribute to most of the embodied
energy in constructions (Azari, 2019). Thus, these materials are
important to reuse and will guide the priorities made in the design
and construction of the pilot project in this thesis.
Priorities of what materials are worth reusing has to be made with
several aspects in mind. The relatively high price on labour must
be balanced relating to high priorities of material quality, aesthetic
expression and what environmental cost can be saved. Everything
that doesn’t have a functioning system yet will always be more
expensive and more complicated in the beginning. By designing
with reused materials, the architect can contribute to an increasing
demand of reused products on the market, which will make reused
materials financially competitive to new ones.
It is important to find collaboration with brave commissioners that
are willing to take a risk to achieve innovation as well as creating a
network of craftsmen and contractors that can upcycle and store the
harvested reuse products.
To set achievable reuse goals an analysis of the context has to be
made as well as a priority list of what building parts is possible
to reuse within the frames of the project. Set specific yet flexible
minimum goals in relation to the context, defining how much co2e
will be saved, as well as what value in terms of aesthetics and quality
is achievable within the project. However, everything cannot be
solved at once, think about what is reasonable and what the purpose
of the project is, every project is unique.
Due to the iterative process needed when designing with reused
materials, the design must be flexible and contain interval
measurements to be resilient to unforeseen changes in material
access. The aesthetics of reuse is about how the materials are
reshaped, departing in the prerequisites of the budget, and how it is
controlled by the architect.
Architects must be present frequently at the construction site to assist
in decisions regarding changes that affect the design and to develop
and maintain good collaboration, which is to be further explored in
the upcoming part of this thesis.
Figure 24. The proposed process as a whole, showing the need for an iterative design process.
Based on research findings and the two reference processes described on page 18-19
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INVENTORY
ANALYSIS

FINAL DESIGN

COLLABORATION
BREEF

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

Part 2

Reuse in reality
To test ideas of reuse and develop practical experience of
how reuse affects a real design and construction process, a
small house was designed and constructed in collaboration
with Egnahemsfabriken at Tjörn. By documenting the
process, the thesis aims to transfer experience of reuse design
and construction and to inspire others in the profession to
engage in reuse projects.

PILOT PROJECT INTRODUCTION
The main focus of this part is not to describe how to build a small house, but to
describe the exploration of a reuse design process in a self-build context and what
consequences working with reused materials has on the design and construction
process. The aim is to describe the crossroads where choices and priorities had to
be made between reusing materials or buying new in relation to the time limits of
a thesis semester and the budget, needs and wishes by a real client.

”It is important with pilot projects, to start on a small scale that is easier to grasp and to
succeed with than to go big, fail and lose energy and confidence” - B. Johansson

GOALS & PRIORITIES
The idealistic goal of the pilot project was to
construct a house made out of 100% reused
materials. However, being realistic, reusing as
much material as possible and achieving longterm quality, was the initial aim. Thus, it was
important to find a client who would let reuse
design be of highest priority.
In addition to reused materials, eco-friendly
materials have been prioritized above buying
new complementary materials with high
embodied energy, where the sufficient amount
of reusable materials was not accessible.

Eco materials

Without attracting too much focus in the
process, designing for future reuse was a part
of the priorities.
Since LCA calculations of specific materials
that were used and reused were not
performed, due to the level of complexity in
such calculations, the priorities made have
been guided by assumptions of what material
contains high embodied energy based on
the information presented in the Embodied
energy chapter of part 1 of this thesis.

Reuse

Design for
dissasembly

Figure 25. Priorities during the pilot project
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Image 7. The pilot project

Nov 20 2019
First meeting with Egnahemsfabriken (EH) in Gothenburg

PHASE 1

Dec 13

Jan 23 2020
Second meeting with EH at Tjörn
Jan 24
Search for client
Feb 7
Feb 17
Feb 18

PHASE 2

Selection of construction site, EH at Tjörn

Feb 21
Feb 26

Selection of 5 clients
Choice of client
First draft of floor plan + first meeting with client
Project contract
Finishing the floor plan draft
Interval measurements on windows

Feb 27
Start up meeting at EH
Mar 3
Mar 4
Mar 11
Mar 12

PHASE 3

Mar 16

Mar 17

Mar 24

Mar 30

Construction start. Planning meeting at EH
First day at EH - sorting of materials
First day of construction
Change of construction drawings
Decision of kitchen window
and windows towards the south
Changing the placement of kitchen window
during construction

TIMELINE

ENABELING FUTURE REUSE

Initially, the time set to be spent by us as
students to construct the building was 3 days
a week from the middle of February up until
April 24, 2 weeks before the project booklet
hand in. The rest of the time was to be spent
on the theoretical part of the thesis and
documentation of the project for the project
booklet. However, due to the delay of finding
a client the construction started on March 3.

By building the house on piers, the house was
movable as a whole, enabling as much of the
construction to be performed at Tjörn for later
transport to the site. This creates a possibility
for the client to bring the house if they are
moving or to sell it if they no longer have need
for it in the future. By using screws instead of
nails to the maximum extent possible, future
disassembly for material reuse or recycling
is possible. The house was not designed for
whole sections, such as walls, to be reusable
as modules.

DESIGN BY MARKET AVAILABILITY
Due to the lack of knowledge of buildings
bound for demolition in the surroundings
of Egnahemsfabriken, design by market
availability has been the reuse approach
during the pilot project. Form has been
following the needs and wishes of the
client and the site specific prerequisites in
combination with demands in the attefall
regulations. The aesthetic expression has been
following the availability of materials during
this accelerated process as well as the wishes
and budget of the client. Materials to reuse
have been found online through blocket, at
the storages at Egnahemsfabriken as well as
by advertisement by the client in the local
newspaper.

Search for gable window, bathroom window,
change of construction drawings.
Decision to have new wood fiber insulation,
instead of reused mineral insulation
Moving construction outdoors. Client on site,
helping and bringing reused materials.
Desicion to have asfaboard
instead of Steico Universal.

Apr 7

PROJECT PROCESS
As illustrated below design and construction
with reused materials require an iterative
process. For several reasons, such as limitations
in time at the beginning of the process, the
general steps of the process overlap. The aim
is to describe the design and construction
process chronologically. However, to bring
clarity around how reusing certain materials
was implemented and how it affected the
process, the main reused components are
clustered yet integrated in the chronology.
To be able to properly understand and explore
the process of reuse, building the house as
self-builders, with tutoring and help, was
important to get perspectives of the fuzzy
term “time consuming construction”.

INVENTORY
ANALYSIS

FINAL DESIGN

COLLABORATION
BREEF

Sorting of roof metal sheets.
Ordering sheet metal details for the roof
Apr 14

Apr 15
Apr 22
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Figure 26. Timeline

Picking up asfaboards in Olsfors
Mounted roofing sheets + asfaboards
Mounting the rest of the roofing sheets + asfabords
Last day of construction
Handing over project to EH. Delivery of drawings

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Figure 27. Pilot project process

CONSTRUCTION
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Phase 1

ESTABLISH COLLABORATION

FIRST CLIENT

Image 8. Egnahemsfabriken

The first client was introduced by the thesis
examiner during the early fall of 2019. The
client wanted a tiny house on wheels to
support his flexible and free lifestyle, which
was a construction size well fitted to the time
limits of the thesis. Thus, effort was put into
finding a construction site, not on finding
alternative clients.
FINDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE
To be able to carry out this project within the
time limits of a thesis, the infrastructure of the
construction was crucial to find. In our case, the
infrastructure had to contain a well organised
construction site with access to tools and
guidance by professionals. During the late fall
of 2019 we got in contact with Tinna Harling,
project manager at Egnahemsfabriken on
Tjörn.
EGNAHEMSFABRIKEN

Image 9. Egnahemsfabriken

EGNAHEMSFABRIKEN,
TJÖRN
CHALMERS UNIVERSITY
OF TECHNOLOGY, GOTHENBURG
VÄRÖBACKA

Figure 28. Map of Sweden
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Egnahemsfabriken is a innovation project
and a support structure for people who wants
to build their own house or help others to
build theirs in a collaborative, social and
supportive environment. Their main aim is
to make self-help construction a realiziable
alternative for people who have a hard time
finding a home due to the escalating market
prices, yet Egnahemsfabriken is also open
for other initiatives like ours. It is located
at an old farm on the island Tjörn, north
of Gothenburg, with good access to public
transport. Egnahemsfabriken focus on
environmentally sustainable construction
methods, with the aim of building with as
much reused and eco friendly materials as
possible (Egnahemsfabriken, 2018).

The infrastructure for self builders that
Egnahemsfabriken have created at Tjörn was
absolutely crucial for our chances to realize
this project within the given timeframe.Their
driven way of working, network, experience
and community in combination with access
to construction site, tools, storage of leftover
materials and materials to reuse gave us the
foundation to create this house upon. Not
to mention the importance of guidance by
professional carpenters and their business
taking care of the legal obligations, finance
and bills towards the client. Their work is also
an excellent example of good integration and
knowledge sharing between cultures.

The cost depends on how much
work is done by the selfbuilder, how
much of the material is reused and
in what quality the house is built
CREATING THE BUDGET
As in all projects, the budget is important for the
client. Talking to different self builders, trying
to find information on how much the house
would cost, did not provide a clear picture of
the budget needed. It depends on how much
work is done by the selfbuilder, how much
of the material is reused and in what quality
the house is built. When the collaboration
was established with Egnahemsfabriken their
experience gave us an approximate estimation
of 300 000 sek, which was higher than the
first client expected. He pulled out last minute,
which left us in a situation to quickly find a new
client right at the start of the thesis semester.

Image 10. Egnahemsfabriken
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FIRST SKETCHES

EARLY INVENTORY

When starting the design of the small house the decision was not yet made who
was to be the client and future owner of the house. Thus, the sketches focused on
investigating the general design principles of creating a good accessible home with
a loft, within the limits of the attefall regulations.

To get an overview of what kind of materials are commonly accessible for
reuse, the different reuse centers in the region of gothenburg were mapped. The
materials available at their websites, at Marketplace and Blocket as well as at
Egnahemsfabriken were briefly inventoried. Some of the reuse centers were visited
at this point but the lack of conceptual design drawings and the fact that a client
was not yet involved made it difficult to know what materials were needed and
impossible to buy unique pieces without knowing who would pay for it.

ATTEFALL REGULATIONS
The maximum footprint and height of a small house
without a building permit, called an Attefallshus,
is 30m2 and 4 meter height (Boverket, 2020).
When building small Attefall houses in Sweden,
there is a difference in demand of accessibility if the
house is intended for permanent living (demand for
accessibility) or as holiday cottage (no demand for
accessibility), which was unknown at this point.
Secondly, the transport from the building site to
the residence site has a width limit of 3.1 meter if
transport is to be carried out without paying extra
for an escort car.

4m

3.1 m

30m2

WINDOWS

KITCHEN

Apart from furniture and interior products, a
considerable majority of materials available
were windows and doors. However, older
windows, with character and heritage, were
often only sashes without frames. PVC
windows were common as well but there
was strong advice not to use PVC windows
due to the poor quality (C. Olsson, personal
communication, February 12, 2020).

Due to the kitchen being a central place in
the modern home and a status symbol in the
Swedish home interior, making the kitchen
exposed to renovation hysteria (Chalmers,
2020), this was another product of considerable
amounts. The 50´s and 60´s development of
kitchen standardisations has contributed to an
increased reusability of kitchens (B. Johansson,
personal communication, January 29 2020).
However, the quality varies over the years and
the kitchens from the early years are often
easier to refurbish than later editions. Also,
what is perceived as functional has changed
over the years. Today, drawers packed from
above are more common than cabinets.

Figure 29. Attefall regulations

LARGE QUANTITIES
Large quantities of left over materials, like
insulation, were rare, which of course is good
and indicates that many have avoided severe
miscalculations of their need. However, the
material inventory used mainly comes from
private constructions and renovations and one
can assume the larger quantities are found at
commercial construction sites

Figure 30. Narrow house of 3.1 m width for transport without an
escort car. Unnecessarily big wc with no functional space beside.
Better spatial qualities with a wider house.

Figure 31. Angled house to be transported
in two pieces. A time consuming
constructional element that would take
away focus from reuse.
Image 11. Windows at Egnahemsfabriken. January 23
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THE CLIENT
SORTING PRIORITIES
Through advertisements on facebook, written
in collaboration with Egnahemsfabriken,
we got responses from around 30 interested
clients. To quickly sort out the candidates to
interview during this accelerated process, we
put up 3 main prerequisites:
1. Weather they expressed excitement of
reuse in their application
2. Their budget
3. Their access to a site without need for a
building permit

THE CHOICE OF CLIENT
After initial interviews of 5 candidates the
choice of client fell upon a young couple
from Gothenburg with a plan to build a small
house on a premise in Väröbacka north of
Varberg. We got along very well during our
initial interview. They had a strive for an eco
friendly house with reused materials and a
budget of 400 000 sek which was considered
having good margins.

CONTRACT AND BUDGET
The contract between the client and
Egnahemsfabriken, who was taking the
business responsibility for the project, had to be
shaped and signed. In this, Egnahemsfabriken
was the driving force, and their previous
experience made it efficient.
The lack of final drawings of the house, due to
the late establishment of a client contract, in
combination with the unknown cost of reuse
products at this point in the process, made it
hard to provide a clear budget for the project.

However, the client gets the time we, as
students, spend on the design and construction
for free, making them willing to accept the
uncertainties and the condition of expenses
being paid on current account. A rough
estimation of budget, based on experience
from previous Attefall constructions at
Egnahemsfabriken, indicated a cost of around
300 000 sek excluding costs of transport to the
site and foundation. The estimation was based
on building with new materials and with self
build as the main labour. By reusing materials
at a lower cost than buying new, the time spent
on tutoring and help from the carpenters
would hopefully break even.

This was an extremely accelerated
part of the project, which
contributed to the overlapping of
many stages in the project process.

BRIEF
•

A house for permanent living.

•

•

Important to achieve an eco-friendly
house. Thus, open minded towards reused
materials.

Willing to pay extra for the transportation
escort of a wider house, unlocking the
measurement restrictions in the floor plan.

•

No need for accessible measurements, it
would take up too much space. The client
will officially be residing in the main house
on the premise, owned by the clients
aunt, to avoid the accessibility demands.

•

Prefer to have a bedroom on the
bottom floor, however a loft with a
proper stair that includes storage is ok.

•

Erase
the
boundary
between
inside and outside by a large glass
partition on the southern side of
the house that can be pushed aside.

•

Priority on the kitchen space to support
their mutual interest in cooking.

•

Priority of sustainable choices and quality,
but prefer low price on reuse products.

•

Prefer the house to have a rectangular
shape.

•

Gable roofs, since the rest of the buildings
on the site have that kind of roof.

•

Solar panels on the roof to collect energy, in
addition to the already existing municipal
water and energy supply to the premises.

•

Fireplace to heat the house in addition
to an electrical air source heat pump.

Due to the limits of time of a master’s thesis
semester, the contract made clear that there
was no predetermined level of completion
of the construction at the final date set
for our time. The remaining work is to be
executed by the client themselves or by hiring
Egnahemsfabrikens carpenters to complete
the house at an additional cost.
There was a pressing need to start with
construction drawings and plan the building
process, making this an extremely accelerated
part of the pilot project which contributed to
the overlapping of many stages during the
process.
Figure 32. The client
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Phase 2

SITE ANALYSIS

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

N
LOFT
After viewing the initial concept plans, the
client agreed that a loft would be most sufficient
for such a small house. The loft will be placed
towards the east to avoid overheating the
bedroom by the evening sun in the south west.
Approaching the house from the south, the
entrance and the main south facing facade of
the house was to be united by a large terrace,
placing the entrance door at the southern
facade and the bathroom, where the demand
for room height is less, underneath the loft. A
mix of proposal 1 and 2 was to be developed
further.

Storage

Main house

Farmland

Barn

Figure 33. Site plan scale 1:1000
Figure 35. Proposal 1

A site visit by the architect is often crucial,
but the rapid process of creating the plans for
the house, in combination with good access
to pictures and information from the client,
made the site visit not prioritized during the
circumstances.
The premise is an old farm with wooden
houses, used as a holiday cottage by the client’s
family. The main house of the farm burned
down in 1906 and was rebuilt shortly after.

Sun path

Seaview

Figure 34. Analysis diagrams

Figure 36. Proposal 2
Image 12. The site
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Figure 37. Proposal 3

Image 13. The site
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KITCHEN
In a small house like this, the kitchen largely
affects the spatiality, interior expression and the
storage availability. The client’s parents were
renovating their kitchen after the summer,
creating a possibility to reuse their old kitchen
for free, which the client wanted. Thus, the
design of the kitchen was based on pictures
and measurements of the parents kitchen.

ROOF DESIGN
However, since it had standard dimensions it
will be possible to change to another kitchen
if needed.
At first, the design used the cupboards to hide
all the porcelain, but to not let the kitchen limit
the measurements of a not yet found kitchen
window, the decision was made to use open
shelves, with material from the farm.

To maximize the amount of solar panels
towards the south, a lean-to roof would be
the most beneficial choice. However, the client
decided to put the solar panels elsewhere and
go with a gable roof, since the other houses at
the farm had gable roofs.
To create good space at the loft, a flat angle
of the roof was necessary due to the height
limitations of the Attefall regulations. Due to
the angle affecting the choice of roof cover,
the ultimate angle of 14 degrees was proposed.
This angle provided a balance between
interior height and special qualities at the loft
and maintained flexibility of reuse roof cover.
However, the client wanted the roof to be as
steep as possible, resulting in a minor change
to a 16 degree angle.

ROOF MATERIALS
Traditional clay roof tiles, commonly found
at reuse retailers, need at least a gradient of
22 degrees to enable water runoff properly,
avoiding the risk of frost wedging, which
causes the tiles to crack.
Concrete roof tiles, the most commonly
found roof tile on the reuse market, can
endure a gradient of 14 degrees with
maintained water run off.
Roof tiles can be unmounted and reused
again. Holding high embodied energy
when produced industrially they should
be reused. Exceptionally old clay roof tiles
may not have been produced industrially,
thus not holding as much embodied energy.
However, they should be reused if any
beautiful patina might contribute with the
aesthetic qualities.
Felt-covered roofs are not easily reused in
its original intent, thus it is not available
at the reuse markets. Single left-over rolls
of felt are to be found but are still not
reusable as a next step.

Figure 38. Different placement options for the kitchen window

14°
18°

Tin roofs are less common at the reuse
retailers, yet they are to be found at barns
and relatively easy to demount. The cost
for new roof metal sheets are quite low,
which often leads to the choice of buying
new ones. However, metal holds a high
embodied energy and reusing it saves
energy and environmental impact on the
production site.
The existing buildings on the site had tin
or felt-covered roofs. Thus, there was no
immediate incentive to use tiles as roof
cover, which made the search target for tin
roofs.

Figure 39. Section showing the impact of different roof angles

Image 14. The client´s parent´s kitchen
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WINDOWS
For good daylight conditions and to be able to
ventilate the house properly, having windows
on all four facades was needed. Due to a
slightly unpleasant view of a distant parking
lot in the west, there was a wish for a smaller
window on the western facade. An elongated
window with low placement in the sightline
from the entrance was proposed, still creating
a view of the trees in the garden. As previously
described, the client wished for an outside
view from the kitchen counter and an interval
measurement of the kitchen window to use as
reference when looking for suiting windows.
The client wanted the exterior expression of
the house to be uniform and harmonize with
the rest of the houses at the site, but at the
same time they wanted it to feel contemporary.
This lack of own determination of expression
created a much appreciated freedom of
design. Having specific requirements in the
design affect the time spent on searching for
materials as the supply on the reuse market is
limited.

The design process of the windows was
continuously iterative due to the client
changing their mind over time, especially
regarding the south facing front-side of the
house which sets much of the characteristics
in aesthetic expression.
At first the client wanted big open windows
towards the south, to erase the boundaries
between outdoor and indoors during summer,
yet still wanting them to be somewhat energy
efficient with three glass windows. It turned
out hard to find large windows on the reuse
market and investigations started on what
possible methods could create large partitions
made out of several smaller windows.
Inspired by a study visit to the home of one of
Egnahemsfabrikens coworkers, where home
made wooden frames combined old window
sashes quite similar to the windows of Upcycle
Studios, we wanted to try creating our own
frames. This could have created a unique and
playful expression. However, demanding a
custom made and time consuming solution.
Due to the risk of condensation that the client
experienced from his parents house, with
windows constructed with a similar method
made by a professional, they didn’t want us to
use that method which limited the design.

During the iteration process of looking for a
way to create a large glass partition the client
changed their mind and wanted to have
small openings to prevent overheating during
summer and heat loss during winter. This
was a drastic change from their original wish.
vision, where the interior takes advantage
of the seaview, was an aesthetic quality that
was a shame to waste. Thus, a middle way
was proposed. Three windows of the same
kind and almost the same measurements and
in a semi-traditional style, were found in the
storages at Egnahemsfabriken. This became
the final design, ending the chapter of finding
the main characterizing windows. This made
the process of construction proceed a little
smoother.
However, the rest of the windows needed to
follow the same style of southern facade, with
white frames and sashes with one mullion.
Designing with interval measurements allowed
variation. However, some measurements were
more rigid, like the bathroom window, and
the availability of these windows turned out
limited. Eventually all windows were found
and a satisfying expression reached. However,
none of the other windows were found before
construction began.

Figure 40. Windows - option nr 1.

Figure 41. Windows - option nr 2.
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Figure 43. Windows - option nr 3.

Figure 44. Windows - option nr 4.

Figure 45. Windows - option nr 5.

Image 15. Homemade window frames. February 27

Figure 42. Interval measurement

Figure 46. Windows - option nr 6. Final design.
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THERMAL ENVELOPE
The question to ask oneself when planning the thermal envelope of a house is what
happens when, not if, moisture gets into the structure. Different systems of facade,
windshield, insulation and vapour retarder/barrier are optimized to work together
to prevent mold and rot.
CHOICE OF INSULATION
Mineral wool insulation, is an umbrella term
for rock wool and glass wool. Raw materials are
spun to wool used as boards or as loose wool.
This process is heavily energy consuming making
mineral wool hold a high embodied energy.
Mineral wool cannot hold moisture, thus, there
is a risk of moisture liquefying on the wooden
structure causing mold and rot if entering inside
the structure. Thus, the thermal envelope that
includes mineral wool is a system with barriers
in to prevent moisture from entering the system.
In this system, fossil dense materials, such as
plastics, are often used to create the barrier.
Wood fiber insulation, which is a return product
from the saw milling industry, has low embodied
energy due to the renewable source and less
energy consuming processing of wood fibers who
are bound together by small amounts of reused

polyester fibres. It is a hygroscopic material
which means it can hold moisture and heat to
later retract it when the air is drier. This protects
the wooden structure from moisture and lets
the thermal envelope breathe, enabling use of
materials from renewable sources.
ƛ-value, also known as thermal conductivity, is
a measure of how well a material insulates, the
lower the value, the better. Mineral wool has a
bit better ƛ-value than wood fibre insulation.
However, wood fibre insulation gives the house
a more even indoor climate, which is extra
important in a small house.
Wood fibre insulation from Hunton has a
ƛ-value of 0.038 w/mK (Hunton, n.d.), glas
wool has 0.037 w/mK (Isover, n.d.) and rock
wool has 0.040 w/mK (Paroc, n.d.).

REUSE OF MINERAL WOOL

POSSIBLE REUSE AND OBSTACLES

Due to the high embodied energy of mineral
wool, the initial intent was to reuse mineral
wool for the insulation. However, there was
strong advice by the carpenter not to reuse
insulation that has been used in a house
previously, due to the risk of insulation
absorbing smells that might not be discovered
until the new house is heated. Also, it is hard
to know if the insulation contains spores that
might develop mold. It was also said not
possible to mix different kinds of insulation
due to the materials belonging to different
thermal envelope systems.

After talking to J. Elander (personal
communication, March 30, 2020), district
manager West at Hunton Fiber AB, we were
told their vapor barrier works for all insulation
types and thermal envelopes, making it is
possible to mix different kinds of insulation
materials in the walls (not in the floor structure
or roof structure), enabling use of left over
materials of insufficient amounts. However,
this information was given too late in the
process and there was no time to start looking
for mineral wool insulation to reuse.

USE OF NEW INSULATION
Unbroken packages of leftover insulation
from construction sites would be a good
alternative to reused material. However,
due to the lack of time, neither the right
dimensions nor sufficient quantities of mineral
wool insulation were found. It was not an
alternative in the project to buy new mineral
wool for the missing amount, due to the high
embodied energy. Quality over time and low
environmental impact must be of highest
priority and the decision was made to use new
wood fibre insulation. Eight packages of left
over wood fibre insulation was delivered from
a construction site nearby, covering 145mm
thickness of the 220mm insulation needed in
the wooden slab. The rest was to be filled up
with wood fiber wool.

Quality over time and low
environmental impact must be of
highest priority
Also, J. Elander (personal communication,
March 30, 2020), stated it possible to reuse
mineral wool from an old house, but under
the premises that the insulation has impaired
insulation properties. Mineral wool that has
been in a wall for many years does not have
the same U-value as new, as the insulation
collapses over the years. It is not possible to
add and press new insulation on top of the old
one, it creates an overly compact environment,
reducing the heat resistance (Miller et al.
2005). However, it is possible to grind down
the old insulation and make new wool of
reused mineral or wood fibre insulation (J.
Elander, personal communication, March
30, 2020). Yet, he stresses the importance of
ensuring that the insulation is dry when it is
removed from the wall, when damp insulation
indicates a risk of mold. In addition, there is
always a risk that mouse turd, or other wastage,
is found in the insulation which might cause
unpleasant smell.

Image 31. Leftover wood fibre insulation. March 17
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FINAL DESIGN

WIND BARRIER
To avoid having cross brays, you can use wind
boards instead of rolls of wind barrier film. It is
also possible to reuse boards to a higher extent
compared to films. At first, Steico Universal,
wood fiber boards that were thought to be
coated with wax, was to be used instead of
Asfaboard, made of wood chips with a side
impregnated with bitumen.
However, it turned out that the Steiko boards
contain aluminium sulphate and paraffin as
a bond between the layers which is not eco
friendly (Steico, n.d.). Also, Steiko boards
are manufactured in Poland, which will
increase the embodied energy due to the
transport and a higher level of fossil fuel use
during manufacturing compared to Norway,
where the Hunton Asfaboard is produced
(Europeiska miljöbyrån, n.d.).
When mounting the asfaboards, nails had to
be used due to the material being very porous
and screws would break the boards.

Batten, 22x45 mm
(reused)

Image 32. Leftover wood fibre insulation. April 14
Figure 49.
Entrance floor - Scale 1:200

Figure 50.
Loft - Scale 1:200

Crossbar, 45x120 mm
(new)

Crossbar, 45x45 mm
(reused)
Batten, 34x70 mm
(reused)
Wooden facade,
22x120/1455 mm
(new)
Lath, 22x45 mm
(new)

Inner wall surface

Figure 51. Facade South - Scale 1:200

Figure 52. Facade West - Scale 1:200

Figure 53. Facade North - Scale 1:200

Figure 54. Facade East - Scale 1:200

Wind barrier, 25 mm
(Asfaboard)
Insulation, 45x45 mm
(new)

Figure 48. Detail of wall - Scale 1:20
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Phase 3

CONSTRUCTION START

FOUNDATION
The house was built on reused concrete blocks
from the garden. This made it possible to
build most of the house at Egnahemsfabriken
and later transport it to Väröbacka, which
was logistically beneficial for the project. Not
casting a concrete slab as a foundation for the
house lowers the total embodied energy of the
house. Also, making the house movable in the
future provides a possibility to sell the house
if the client no longer has a need for it on the
premises or wants to take it with them if they
move.

Image 16. Spirit level. March 6
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WOODEN CONSTRUCTION
To be able to move the house without it being
too heavy, a wooden construction was chosen.
The structure needs to be in classified wood,
due to today’s system with a demand of a
signature of approval by a control manager.

One of the bigger construction
companies in Sweden even had a
policy to not give away or sell left
over materials

Image 17. Gravel. March 6

Image 18. The piles were grounded with gravel and sand which eased the process of making each pile perpendicular to the
other. March 6

Different contractors were contacted to see if
they had left over material to sell or give away,
but the time frame of the project made it hard
to find left over classified wood, except what
was already donated to Egnahemsfabriken
from the building material supplyer Derome.
One of the bigger construction companies in
Sweden even had a policy not to give away
or sell left over materials. Due to the low
embodied energy and the renewable source of
wood, it was decided to use new wood for the
load bearing structure to reach the legislation
demand of construction safety.

Image 19. Pile of sorted reused material. March 6

The piles of leftover wood from Derome were
sorted according to our current drawings,
which of course took more time than to
just unload a delivery of new material from
Derome. Luckily, most of the wood was in
good condition. However, the majority of the
wood was not in the dimensions needed for
the load bearing structure and was used for the
non load bearing inner walls of the bathroom.
Sorting the wood made us aware of the time
consuming process of reue, stressing the
importance of priorities being put on reusing
materials with high embodied energy and of
good quality.

Wood: -625 kg CO2-e
(extraction, transport,
manufacturing, transport,
contruction/installation)
Source: EPD Norge. (n.d.)

In a small house like this, the space at the
loft was very important, which demanded
the roof construction to be made out of a
ridge beam instead of roof trusses. The ridge
beam needed to be a glulam beam in order
to manage the long span. To find a left over
glulam beam in the right dimensions and
length was not possible within the time frame
and a new beam was ordered.

Image 20. Pile of unsorted reused material. March 6
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CONSTRUCTION OF FRAMEWORK
When the floor structure was to be built, not
all construction drawings were ready. This
was affected by the windows yet to be found,
where the only ones that were decided were
the main windows on the south facade. As
long as the construction was concerning the
floor structure, there was time to look for the
rest of the windows. The interval measures
had to be used during construction.
The decision to use screws for the framework,
instead of the common nail gun, proved
rewarding to be able to change the framework
of the walls whenever the drawings were
updated, which they constantly were. It was
also convenient when errors occurred, due
to being first time self builders, it was easy to
unscrew and fix the errors.

The planks below the floor structure, which
hold up the subfloor closest to the ground,
were nailed for easier disassembly in case of
deconstruction.It is always a consideration
whether to use nails or screws in the structure.
It cannot be too time consuming to mount
but at the same time it should be easy to
disassemble in the future.
A house would never be turned upside down
for disassembly, which means kicking the
planks downwards if the floor structure would
be disassembled. If screws would have been
used, the kicking would rather destroy the
wood.

Image 21. Delivery from Derome. March 6

Image 22. Delivery of new construction timber. March 6
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Image 23. Start of the floor structure. March 11
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Image 24. First half of the floor structure. March 11

Image 26. Assembled floor structure. March 12

Image 25. Resued wood underneath the floor structure. March 12

Image 27. Walls were built on top of the floor structure. March 16
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CHANGE OF WINDOWS
Due to the iterative process, the drawings
constantly changed during construction,
which resulted in design errors demanding
last minute changes in the structure. At first,
the placement of the kitchen window was
determined by the height of the countertop
and the height of the kitchen cabinets. But
during the design process the kitchen cabinets

2300

2100
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were replaced by shelves, something that was
forgotten when updating the construction
drawings. Now, the windows in the main
room all had the same lintel position except
the kitchen window, which was noticed during
construction and the window crossbars were
moved to align the kitchen windows with the
rest of the lintels.

Figure 47. Moving kitchen window

Image 29. Moving a window during construction. March 16

Image 28. Moving a window during construction. March 16

Image 30. Walls were built on top of the floor structure. March 16
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ASSEMBLY
Due to the low ceiling height at the current
construction site, the walls could not be
raised. Thus, the construction had to be
moved to a site outside the protective roof.

The floor structure was placed on top of the
concrete blocks and the walls were raised and
assembled and joined with the floor structure.
Construction of the roof could start as soon as
a scaffolding was delivered to the site.

Figure 55. Construction on piers
Image 34. Moving out the structure. The client was visiting the construction when moving which made the moving of the
structure easier. March 24

Image 33. Once again reused concrete blocks had to be put out on the ground and weighed in. March 23
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Image 35. Temporary placement of the gables. March 24
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Image 36. Raising the walls. March 24

Image 39. Delivery of reused materials. March 24

40

41
Image 37. Raising the walls. March 25
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Image 38. Assembly. March 26
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Images 40-42. Reused windows, bought by client. March 24
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Image 43. Assembling the rest of the walls. March 25

Image 44. Assembling the rest of the walls. March 26

Image 46-47. When the ridge beam was mounted on the two gable walls and the rafters were mounted on the beam, an error
was discovered. The two gables were askew, making the rafters too long for the house causing them to fly in the air. March 30

48
Image 45. Mounting of the unloading beam which was sawn from the ridge beam. March 30
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Image 48-49. The gables were straightened up with the help of one of the carpenters and because the walls were screwed
together, this could be done fairly quickly. As soon as the errors were corrected, the rafters had to be remounted. April 1
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ROOF CONSTRUCTION
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Image 50-51. Some tips and tricks from one of the carpenters. If several similar parts are to be constructed or mounted, it is
easier to get it right by creating different templates to use. April 1

Image 53. The tongue and groove is very sensitive to wetness. A storm warning had been announced and it took 1.5 hours
to secure a tarpaulin. April 1

Image 52. Mounting of tongue and groove. April 1

Image 54. Construction of the roof took several sunny days with appreciated help from a carpenter and a volunteer. April 6
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CRITICAL MOMENTS

REASSESS PLANNING

When the entire roof was covered in tongue
and groove, the ridge beam flew into the air
on one side. This meant that a lot of time was
spent finding the error and fixing it, which
meant that the roof had to be covered with a
tarpaulin again. This time it went a little faster
but we still had to do it in windy conditions
and therefore had to secure the tarpaulin with
screws into the structure.

Eventually we had to address the fact that
the time we as students can spend on the
construction is about to run out. The carpenter
proposed that the team at Egnahemsfabriken
could complete the construction of the walls
and facade, which is to be made in new
materials, so that the client could use our time
as architects more efficiently than mounting
facade material. The facade panel was nailed
and not screwed, due to the labour cost of
the carpenters. Also, screw heads are bigger
than the heads of the nails, which would
aesthetically be uglier. This way the remaining
time for us could be focused on parts made
of reused materials and an inventory of the
metal sheets was started.

A critical point of the time planning of the
roof construction was the scaffolding, which
was expensive to have on site. With that cost
increasing every day, the roof had to be done
quickly resulting in down prioritizing of thesis
booklet writing time.

Image 56. Sarking membrane and wooden battens mounted on the roof. April 7

Image 55. Carpenter fixing the flying ridge beam. April 6
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Image 57. Barge board. April 7
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REUSING METAL SHEETS
The roof cover, bought through an advertisement in the local newspaper, was
galvanized metal sheets with a sinus profile of 20 mm in the dimensions of 800
mm x 2445 mm.

first half of the 20th century the mass production
made steel plates a priceworthy material and
several new profiles like the sinus profile emerged
in addition to the previous smooth and folded
profile. During the 1970´s the trapezoidal profile
was created which eventually outconcurred the
sinus profile, making it typical for the first part of
the 20th century in Sweden (Ekonomistål, n.d.).

Image 58. Print of Stockholms Galvaniseringsfabrik

The metal sheets are printed with the producer
logo of Stockholms Galvaniseringsfabrik.
Stockholms Galvaniseringsfabrik AB was a
company established in 1895. The products
produced were mostly galvanized steel plates
and containers (Wikipedia, 2017). During the

In 1939 the company was introduced to the
stock market and added the “AB” to the
name. Eventually, plastic containers replaced
steel containers and the company was closed
down in 1969. The business entailed a
major environmental impact which still has
some influence on the water and sediment
of Årstaviken, where the factory was located
(Wikipedia, 2017).

Image 59. Sorting of metal sheets. April 7

INVENTORY AND SORTING

Sorting the sheets, surface rust was not
considered a damage but is rather a
protection for the steel. Though, the
parts where the rust have gone right
through the steel, were sorted out due
to the risk of leakage. Luckily, there
was only rust at the end of some of
the sheets, which was to be shortened
anyway to fit the roof length.

METAL SHEETS

The missing letters of “AB” in the logo
indicates that the sheets were produced
prior to 1939. Thus, they have endured
ever since and are of a very good
quality.
The metal sheets had previously been
mounted on an old barn. After a storm,
some other sheets had been blown off
and had become damaged. The owner
wanted a uniformed expression, so
these undamaged sheets were taken
down and replaced. The sheets were

Image 60. Sorting of metal sheets. April 7

originally coated in a light grey colour
that was timeworn and, in our opinion,
quite ugly. Turning the sheets over, the
bottom of the sheets were in good and
uncoated condition and we decided to
mount them upside down to get a more
fresh surface.
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Figure 56. Barn
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Image 61-63. Sorting of metal sheets. April 7
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NEW METAL PARTS
New steel roof edges and ridge plates were
ordered due to the lack of such parts to reuse.
Bits and pieces were found but in different
coated colours which did not fit the raw
galvanized look of the metal sheets. New
gutter brackets had to be mounted before the
fixation of the metal sheets, thus they had to
be newly purchased. This provided more time
to find reused gutters.
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HOLES
As the old metal sheets had been previously
mounted, there were a lot of holes in them. The
wooden battens on the roof were mounted
in different positions to fit the existing holes,
lowering the amount of new holes needed.
The holes were placed on 3 rows per sheet
with one row of holes on each short end and
one row in the middle. However, deciding one
point zero short end, measuring the distance
from the short end to the middle row showed
the middle row was irregularly placed between
the sheets, making sorting according to four
general systems of perforation necessary. The
holes that need to be closed were marked and
the row of holes at the rusty edges, expected
to be placed at the bottom by the eaves, were
cut off to fit the length of the roof.
When all the sheets were fixed it turned out
that the carpenters thought the point zero of
the sheets were by the eaves, but the sheets
were sorted with the point zero at the ridge
in mind. This caused many of the existing
holes to not hit any wooden lath, already
mounting all the sheets at the ridge making
moving the battens a time consuming process,
we were forced to drill new holes and close a
few ones not hitting the lath. The old holes
could, if remaining open, expose the sarking
membrane underneath to UV light causing
degradation over time.
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Image 64. Mounting of new gutter brackets. April 14

Closing the old holes was done by punching
and flattening the tulip-shaped edges created
around the hole, then screwing a sheet metal
screw of a larger dimension than the hole to
seal it. A sheet metal screw does not need any
support underneath. It adheres to the metal
sheet and seals the hole with a rubber plate.
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Communication is, as usual, key. The error
could have been avoided if we had known that
you usually start from the eaves. If it had been
discovered before mounting the metal sheets
on the roof, some more battens could have
been mounted to create flexibility and ensure
that all holes hit, which would have prevented
causing more holes to close and more holes
to take into account at a future reuse of the
sheets.
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Image 65-69. Mounting of metal sheets and closing the holes. April 14
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MOUNTING OF BOARDS

FACADE MATERIAL

Until the metal parts for the roof were
delivered, we started to mount the wind
barriers onto the walls. But as soon as they
arrived, the roof construction continued. As
soon as the roof was finished and the scaffold
was taken away, releasing time pressure,
mounting of the asfaboards continued.

The house was to be situated at an old farm,
with traditional Swedish houses from the
beginning of the last century. According to
the clients wishes of a traditional yet modern
expression without shouting “shouting reuse”,
the choice of facade material fell upon a wood
panel with traditional round hat battens to
cover the slit between the panels and for the
expression to blend in . Using two different
dimensions of the panels, in this case 120 mm
and 145 mm, was a carpenter’s trick to create
a more lively facade. The facade was decided
to be made in new material, due to the low
embodied energy of wood, the lack of fine
quality material without nails to reuse and the
labour cost of the carpenters mounting the
facade.

The main house at the site was white and
colors of the other houses varied between
white and the traditional falu red colour, filled
with Swedish heritage associations. The client
wanted the house to be painted with calcimine
or linseed oil paint, which are traditional paints
used in Sweden. We proposed the house to be
painted in traditional red calcimine colour,
called Falu rödfärg, to blend in with the other
complementary buildings on the site and
subordinate to the main white house. Also,
calcimine paint has a conserving effect on
wood, making it a qualitative and sustainable
choice compared to acrylic paint.
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Figure 57. Facades

Image 70. Mounting of Asfaboard. April 15

Due to the large partition of windows on the
southern facade, the window casing would be
rather thin and also be painted in red. This
was to make the windows less articulated in
the fade, for them not to take over, creating a
neat expression.

Image 72-73. It turned out the be quite hard to decide what Falu red to use. The pitures show the same two colors, but they
vary much depending on the light, the age and the size of the samples.
Image 71. Mounting of Asfaboard. April 15
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END OF PROJECT
The design of the facade was the last thing we,
as students, were part of before handing over
the pilot project to Egnahemsfabriken. We did
not have time to be part of the mounting of
either the exterior or the interior surfaces.

RETROSPECT ON BUDGET
The interior is usually the architect’s
responsibility, but apart from the kitchen, the
interior had to be delimited due to lack of
time. However, the client was provided with
consultation and thoughts on what interior
material to reuse, like the bathroom porcelain
and tiles.

Due to the lack of detailed budget in this
project, the costs have been paid for on current
account. Following costs are calculations from
invoices during the construction process.
However, the rest of the costs, after April 22,
are unknown at the moment and it will not be
possible to do a final evaluation of the budget
until mid-June, when the house is transported
to the client’s site.

Hours

Cost

New material
- incl. transport

-

41 578 SEK

Reused material

-

18 100 SEK

Transport

-

Unknown

Ground work

-

17 237 SEK

Carpenters, EH

122 h

40 930 SEK

Architects, EH

2.5 h

1 313 SEK

Students
- construction

286 h

0 SEK

Students
- design & communication

175 h

0 SEK

585.5 h

119 158 SEK

Total:
Image 74. Wooden battens mounted on the asfaboard. April 22
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SUMMARY PART 2
To test ideas of reuse and develop practical experience of how reuse
affects a real design and construction process, a small house was
designed and constructed in a self build context in collaboration
with Egnahemsfabriken at Tjörn. The aim was to describe the
crossroads where choices and priorities had to be made between
reusing materials or buying new in relation to the time limits of a
thesis semester and the budget, needs and wishes by a real client.
Priority was on reusing as much material as possible and achieving
long-term quality and low environmental impact by using ecofriendly materials and designing for future reuse. The infrastructure
for self builders that Egnahemsfabriken have created at Tjörn, and
guidance by professional carpenters, was absolutely crucial for our
chances to realize the pilot project within the given timeframe. Design
and construction with reused materials require an iterative process.
The reuse design approach was to design by market availability.
The choice of client fell upon a couple, who had a strive for an
eco friendly house with reused materials and a budget of 400 000
sek which was considered having good margins.The lack of final
drawings and the unknown cost of reuse products made it hard to
provide a clear budget. However, the client gets the time spent by us
as students for free, making the client accept the expenses being paid
on current account.
To not let the reused kitchen limit the measurements of a not yet found
kitchen window, the decision was made to use open shelves. Due to
the angle of the roof affecting the choice of roof cover, the angle
proposed provided a balance between interior height at the loft and
maintained flexibility of reuse roof cover. The design process of the
windows was continuously iterative. Possible methods to create large
partitions made out of several smaller windows, were investigated.
Three windows of the same kind, with white frames and sashes with
one mullion, were found in the storages at Egnahemsfabriken, which
became the final design setting the style for the rest of the windows.
Designing with interval measurements allowed variation, but some
windows with more rigid measurements were difficult to find.

Figure 58. Summary of reused materials
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Not casting a concrete slab as a foundation for the house lowers the
total embodied energy of the house. Thus, the house was built on
reused concrete blocks from the garden, making the house movable
in the future. Due to the low embodied energy and the renewable
source of wood, it was decided to use new wood for the load bearing
structure. Sorting the wood made us aware of the time consuming
process of reue, stressing the importance of priorities being put on
reusing materials with high embodied energy and of good quality.
Due to the high embodied energy of mineral wool, the initial intent
was to reuse mineral wool for the insulation. However, there was
strong advice by the carpenter not to reuse insulation that has been
used in a house previously. Unbroken packages of leftover insulation
from construction sites would be a good alternative. However,
sufficient quantities of reusable mineral wool insulation were found.
Thus, the decision was made to use new wood fibre insulation.
Too late in the process, information was given that a vapor barrier
working for all insulation types, would have made it possible to mix
different kinds of insulation materials in the walls and enabling use
of leftover materials of different types. Also, stated it was possible to
reuse mineral wool from an old house. However, at this stage in the
process there was no time to start looking for additional materials.
The roof cover was galvanized metal sheets with a sinus profile.
Having endured since prior to 1939, they were presumed to be
of very good quality. As the old metal sheets had been previously
mounted, there were a lot of holes in them which were irregularly
placed between the sheets, making sorting according to four general
systems of perforation necessary. Some holes needed to be closed
which was done by using sheet metal screws of a larger dimension,
with a rubber plate as seal. Rusty edges were cut off to fit the length
of the roof.
The facade was decided to be made in new material, due to the
low embodied energy of wood, the lack of fine quality material
without nails to reuse and the labour cost of the carpenters
mounting the facade.The design of the facade was the last thing
we, as students, were part of before handing over the pilot project
to Egnahemsfabriken. The interior had to be delimited due to lack
of time. However, the client was provided with consultation on what
interior material to reuse.

Disassemblable
& recyclable

Legislation

Floor plan
Wind
barrier

Wood
Kitchen
window
Kitchen

Southern
windows

Access on
second hand
market

Insulation

Roof cover

Windows

Roof angle
Facade
expression

Loft
window

Spatial quality
at loft

Bathroom
window
Shape
expression
Loadbearing
wall of roof

Size of
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Figure 59. Diagram showing how the access to reused materials on the second hand market has affected the design process
and what parts of the design affected each other
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Part 3

Filling the gap
Reflections are made of how Part 1 and part 2 inform each
other. The small scale of the pilot project has an impact on
the design process, however, large scale buildings have other
and often greater challenges when it comes to implementing
reuse. Thus, part 3 reflects on how the experience from the
small scale pilot project can be implemented on a larger
scale.

REFLECTIONS ON THE
REUSE DESIGN PROCESS
PLANNING & MANAGEMENT
Reuse projects require more time due to the lack of an efficient
logistical supply system for reuse products and a need for an iterative
design process caused by the many uncertainties when working with
reuse. Thus, planning for this extra time is crucial for a reuse project
to succeed. During the pilot project, ideas of reuse were tested in
a real construction process with good access to the infrastructure
needed in terms of storage, tutoring and construction site. Yet, the
project did not reach all the way to the intention of constructing a
finished house made of 100% reused materials.
The most pressing challenge during the pilot project was the
accelerated process, occurring due to the time limits of a thesis
semester, in combination with the delays caused by finding a new
client after the start of the project process. Without a client, and
therefore a lack of knowledge on what amounts of materials or
style is needed, it was not possible to start the process of evaluating
material access. Of course this is a circumstance unique for the pilot
project of this thesis. Usually, the starting point is opposite, with a
client needing to engage an architect.
Under better circumstances, the collaboration with Egnahemsfabriken
and a client would have been established earlier, preferably during
the fall of 2019. This would have made an early conceptual design
possible, creating a better overview of the required reused and new
materials and making the planning of the construction conducted
under calmer conditions. The accelerated process gave little time to
collect reuse materials and to research for alternatives according to
the project priorities. With proper time management, more materials
could have come from reused or left-over sources instead of new.
A building permit was not needed in the pilot project due to the
regulations in this small scale, which made the design flexible during
the circumstances. However, a milestone like a building permit could
have helped create a structure for the process and a natural breathing
space to search for reuse materials and to reevaluate choices made.
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The iterative process needed, creates a challenging chain of
consequences where previous decisions constantly need to be
reevaluated and changed according to current material availability.
Also, the combination of not only being design project managers, but
being inexperienced construction project managers and carpenters
as well, showed to be more energy consuming and demanding than
expected. However, the challenges that come with reuse creates an
interesting design process where the architects can contribute with
their ability to maintain a holistic view of a project. Also, engaging
in the construction process has provided invaluable insight into
the possibilities of collaboration and knowledge sharing between
professions is key to succeed with reuse projects, and the kind of
understanding and experience collectable from a pilot project is
exactly what is needed for architects to develop in reuse design.
REUSE AVAILABILITY
The day-to-day occurance of reuse materials in the small and
unconnected recycling handlers in the region makes it hard to get
an overview of the available materials. It is time consuming to drive
around to the handlers ever so often. Throughout the pilot project
of this thesis, the material collected has been found through web
sites such as Blocket and Marketplace where it is easier to get an
overview of today’s accessible materials. Also, the client was very
helpful in searching for materials we requested, advertising in the
local newspaper and delivering it to the construction site. However,
our time as students and as self-builders was free, making sourcing
materials from a variety of sources work for small scale projects
of private use. For a commercial project in the current system
of fragmented reuse supply, it is not feasible for architects and
contractors to look for and collect materials due to the high hourly
cost. Labor costs are taxed higher than industrial production, which
makes reuse disadvantageous in comparison to new materials.
Another reflection of the construction process is that it is highly
recommended to collect all needed materials before the construction
starts to be able to properly plan the construction and avoid
interruptions caused by the need to search for reuse materials.
Taking reuse to a larger scale, where the logistics and planning is a
much bigger challenge, this would be crucial, even meaning all the
difference, for the possibilities to go through with a reuse project or
not.
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The experience from the small scale pilot project stresses the
conclusion of Josefsson (2019) stating that there is a need for a
large-scale, organized database to create an overview of collected
materials to reuse. To make it even more efficient, the same database
should also include buildings that are about to be deconstructed
and inventories made of such buildings, making coordination and
organization of reuse in building projects more efficient.

COST

As the aviation sector has sites as skyscanner and flygresor.se, the
construction sector could have corresponding sites creating an
overview of the reuse available from different sources, making it as
easy to order reuse products as ordering new ones.

When self builders build for their own purpose they can make their
own choices and evaluate what is worth and not worth spending
time reusing. Even if our time as students was for free and that we
approached the design and construction of this project in a self
build context, we will come to work with reuse from a commercial
perspective in our future profession as architects. Thus, insight and
underlying evaluation of what is worth reusing or not has been
gained with that perspective in mind.

B. Johansson (personal communication, January 29, 2020) develops
an interesting thought on the cities need to find long-term solutions
for the increasing demand for reuse materials. It would benefit
construction with reuse if the city would plan for factories, storage
centers and material stocks inside the city boundaries, which would
make construction sites less dependent on “just in time”-deliveries.
The lack of such storage possibilities makes it hard to circulate
materials locally today. Also, this would make citizens better
connected with manufacturing and craft which would facilitate
increased refurbishment and reuse. “A common and local logistics
centre in the city for contractors would be a very interesting concept
to benefit reuse” - B. Johansson (personal communication, January
29, 2020)
LARGE QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS
One of the challenges of reuse on a large scale is the difficulty to
find large quantities of exterior materials for the ever growing scale
of modern buildings. However, looking at Sweden’s latest housing
exhibition, Vallastaden in 2017, one can expect an ongoing shift in
design expression beneficial for reuse. With blocks for mixed use and
housing, divided into smaller plots of land to welcome a variety of
different developers, the aim is to create a variation in the facade
expression for the bypasser. One can have opinions on whether
the result was appealing or not, in our opinion creating a lack of
coherence by crazy individualistic facades. However, it indicates
an emerging desire for small scale expression and variation in the
architecture of facades in the cityscape, which could facilitate reuse.

One is constantly faced with the temptation of buying new materials
when time is limited and there is easy access to new materials on
demand. However, the time is limited in all projects even though
planning in general is based on the timeframes around new materials.
Thus, it is not fair to compare the cost of hours spent by first time
self builders with the cost of professionals.

Aiming for 100 % reused materials in timber-framed structures,
with low embodied energy, is not desirable in commercial projects.
However, the structure usually has a high impact on the environmental
performance of the building, especially in concrete structures, which
might make reuse a more stressed factor of consideration in those
cases. Working with reuse projects constantly creates crossroads where
priorities and design decisions have to be made based on the relation
between quality, aesthetics and environmental gains on one hand,
and cost of labor time on the other. Materials with low embodied
energy in combination with low quality, such as wooden facade
material, tongue and groove are not worth reusing in commercial
projects. Piles of wooden materials from old structures often contain
a lot of nails which will demand time consuming cleansing in order
not to break the saw blades when later processing the wood, which is
interrupting the construction, thus, costly and time consuming. The
material might be for free, or low cost, but the time spent can make
the total cost for reused material exceed the cost of new materials for
little environmental benefit. As presented in Part 1, it is never worth
spending a lot of time reusing low embodied energy products unless
they have a very high cultural heritage value.

As reuse projects are quite new in the Swedish construction industry,
the need for large amounts of similar materials required in large
scale construction, makes the effectiveness in matching a scheduled
deconstruction of a certain building increased.
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LARGE QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS
Today, during times of increased awareness of climate change, there
is an increased interest in reuse within the construction industry,
but there is not yet a system that supports reuse which makes reuse
processes complicated and time consuming. In the construction
industry, where short term financial gains are always prioritized
higher than values of quality, aesthetics and environmental impact,
there is a lack of incentives to create the logistical support system that
is needed for reuse to be feasible on a large scale. A downward spiral
is evident. However, the market providing the systems is regulated by
demand and businesses are creative when they see an opportunity.
When the demand increases, entrepreneurs will find ways to provide
the necessary structure that supports reuse and by designing with
reused materials, the architect can contribute to that increasing
demand. A logistical system for reuse will make the reuse design
and construction process less complicated, less time consuming and
thereby cheaper, reversing the downward spiral. A higher valuation
of factors lowering the emissions, such as reuse of materials, by
legislation and global policies is also an important instrument to
guide the market towards reuse.
However, in the beginning, for architects able to realize reuse
projects, their own systems must be created through collaboration
with like minded suppliers and businesses. Since everything is
project specific when it comes to reuse and the context of the project
creates different prerequisites, it is difficult to define a certain design
methodology for reuse processes. However, by looking at offices
like Lendager Group, Vandkunsten and Superuse Studios, a lot of
inspiration and knowledge can be collected.
The design and construction project implemented in this thesis,
demonstrates the importance of architects starting their own learning
process by engaging in pilot projects. To gain experience on how
reuse works in practice, starting on a small scale is recommended by
B. Johansson (Personal communication January 26, 2020). However,
starting on a small scale doesn’t necessarily mean one has to start
with a small house as in this thesis. It can instead be to try reusing
one single material in the building or implement reuse in a small part
of a large building. Even if the small scale reuse is only 1% of the
construction, the value of that percentage might be huge for future
reuse, putting thoughts into motion, establishing collaborations and
disarms the notion that reuse is too complicated.

1. Lack of logistics supply system

2. Complicated

3. Time consuming
& costly

4. Lack of incentives

5. Increased incentives to
create a logistics supply system
4. Increased efficiency

3. Provide good
examples

2. Increased demand

1. Design with reuse

Figure 60. The vicious circle of reuse obstacles

Discussion &
conclusion

With departure in current global problems, the thesis aspires to
consider reusing materials as one of the solutions to decrease
environmental impact of today’s wasteful construction industry.
Through research and implementing a real design and construction
project, the aim of this thesis is to discuss what aspects affect the
process of reusing materials, describe perspectives on the current
and future status of reuse in Sweden and contribute with experience
transfer on how working with reused materials affect the design
process.
This thesis strived to answer two main questions:
1. In what way can architects contribute to an increase of reuse projects
in Sweden?
Through interviews and literature studies, this thesis collectes
knowledge from professionals within the architectural field of today’s
construction industry in Sweden, describing what aspects affect the
opportunities to reuse, what challenges exist and what they see as
likely measures to increase reuse.
By implementing a real design and construction project, to gain
experience on how reuse works in practice beyond conceptual ideas,
this thesis demonstrates the importance of architects starting their
own learning process by engaging in pilot projects and taking a more
active part in construction.
Also, the thesis shows that architects must become increasingly
flexible in their design and adapt to the iterative design process
needed when working with reused materials, designing with what is
available within the context of the project. Architects can contribute
to making reuse feasible by increasing their knowledge on material
content, quality and environmental impact, to be able to balance
cost, quality and aesthetics and make priorities of what material is
worth reusing or not in commercial projects.
Today, during times of increased awareness of climate change,
there is an increased interest within the construction industry in
how to reuse materials to decrease the environmental impact of the
construction industry. This creates a possibility to establish cross
disciplinary collaborations for reuse to become the new “business
as usual”.
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However, there is not yet a logistics system that supports reuse. By
designing with reused materials, the architect can contribute to an
increasing demand which will create incentives for a logistical system
facilitating reuse, making it less complicated, less time consuming and
thereby cheaper, reversing the present downward spiral. However, in
the beginning, for architects to be able to realize reuse projects, their
own systems must be created by establishing collaboration with like
minded suppliers and businesses.
2. What effects do working with reused materials have on the
architectural design process?
Through implementation of a real design and construction project,
this thesis tests ideas of reuse and develops practical experience
beyond conceptual conceptions of how reuse affects the architects
design process. Through documentation, crossroads are described,
where priorities were made between reusing materials or buying new
in relation to the time limits of a thesis semester and the budget,
needs and wishes of a real client. The findings of how working
with reuse affects the architects design process are reflected upon
in relation to the small scale of the self build project as well as on a
larger commercial scale.
Engaging in a construction process during the thesis provides
invaluable understanding of the importance of collaboration and
knowledge sharing between professions, which is key to succeed
with reuse projects. Statements which were also stressed by the
professionals interviewed during the thesis.
Reuse projects require more time due to the lack of an efficient
logistical supply system for reuse products. Also, the many
uncertainties when working with reuse demands an iterative design
process, which creates a challenging chain of consequences where
previous decisions constantly need to be reevaluated and changed
according to current material availability. Thus, planning for this
extra time is crucial for a reuse project to succeed.
A slightly unexpected realization during the thesis is the fact
that 100% reuse is rarely desirable nor possible in commercial
constructions. Thus, increased reflection on material qualities and
properties are required during the design process, to find the balance
between labour cost and quality, aesthetic value and environmental
impact of new and reused materials. However, that is beneficial for
reaching sustainability in all constructions, reused or not.
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PERSONAL REFLECTION
In this thesis, we have tried to find our way in the jungle of truths
and perspectives in the construction industry. Overwhelmed by the
complexity of the subject we have chosen to investigate during this
thesis, we are painfully aware that we have only scratched the surface
of the subject of reuse in the construction industry.
Even if we both have made internships at architecture firms, we are
humble towards the fact that we, as students, have limited knowledge
on design and construction processes with new materials in practice.
Thus, it is sometimes hard to compare the processes of new materials
with the process of reused materials. This has by far been the most
valuable semester at Chalmers. We are proud of our project, eager
to keep learning about reuse and the skills and craft required by the
profession that we are now entering.
Physical movement and daylight is health promoting but today
the architectural profession is based on indoor desk work in front
of computers. By doing the pilot project as self-builders, we have
been outside engaged in physical work during large parts of the
semester, feeling more energized and creative compared to previous
semesters indoors at Chalmers. By attending the construction site
the architect´s knowledge can be broadened, important relationships
can be established and the health of people in the profession can
increase.
It is easy to fall in the trap of becoming pessimistic when the idealized
world at school falls apart under financial circumstances of reality.
However, apart from all the possibilities we have discovered and
everything we have learned during this semester, we see a lot of will
and commitment around us by individuals and companies trying to
find solutions for a sustainable construction industry. It proves that
change is happening, which keeps us optimistic.
Realist

Pessimist

Optimist

Naive
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Image 75. Mounting of the tongue and groove. April 1
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